
EUROMA 2022 

The ALFA MODEL CLUB will organize the XXIV Edition di EUROMA on September 2nd to 

4th 2022, at the Hotel Villa EUR, P.le Marcellino Champagnat 2, 00144 Rome. 

1) The following static model CATEGORIES may take part in the contest/exhibition: 

A  -  MILITARY AND CIVIL AIRCRAFT, HELICOPTERS 

B  -  MILITARY VEHICLES AND DIORAMAS 

C  -  FANTASY, SCI-FI AND SCIENCE 

D  -  CIVIL VEHICLES AND DIORAMAS  

E  -  HISTORICAL FIGURES AND BUSTS 

G  -  NAVAL MODELS 

J  -  JUNIORES 

N  -  NATURE 

P  -  FLAT FIGURES 

S  -  SUBBUTEO TEAMS 

W  -  WARGAMES 

Those intending to participate in the NAVAL category need to notify the Organization, see 

contacts at the end of this note, by 1st September, 2022, stating the model's name and its 

dimensions. ALFA MODEL reserves the right to reject naval models, which do not 

correspond to the description sent by the modeler. 

2) Registration costs Euro 18,00 (for online registration) or Euro 20,00 (for on-site 

registration) per modeler, which will be cover part of the exhibit expenses. 

Registration to the contest implies the acceptance of the present rules. The contest is open 

to all national and foreign modelers, whether they be Clubs or individual modelers. 

ALFA MODEL members cannot take part in the contest. 

The Organization reserves the right to reject models not compatible with the contest's model 

type characteristics. 

JUNIORES under 14 years of age do not need to pay for registration. 

3) The contest is “OPEN” and is divided into the “STANDARD”, “MASTER” for all categories, 

excluding category D - Civil vehicles and dioramas, N - Nature and W - Wargame. 

The “MASTER” category is open to all modelers who have already received national and 

international prizes; however, this doesn't mean that other modelers who think that they may 

be eligible for this high-level competition may not register in this category. The Organization 

reserves the right to register modelers of known experience and merit as “MASTER”. It will 



be possible to present one's models as a DISPLAY, the realization of which will be the 

modeler's responsibility, the display occupying a max space of cm 30 length x cm 20 depth. 

Displays with dimensions over cm 30 x 20 need to be notified to the Organization in advance 

and the Organization reserves the right to reject them. 

The Organization reserves the right to transfer the displays to the appropriate category, in 

case of incompatibility with the category chosen by the modeler. 

A "diorama" is defined as a model containing at least a large vehicle or aircraft ad two 

figures, in an environment, while "small scene" (scenette) is defined as a model 

including at least four figures. 

4) The Juries will be composed of modelers and collectors. 

The Juries' judgment is unquestionable. However, participants may question judges for 

clarifications, but only after the competition ending and in a courteous way. The Juries and 

organizers are not to be held responsible for model ownership. 

For Master and Standard OPEN categories, it will be judged the entire realization of 

the model (painting and sculpture) or its substantial conversion (both anatomical and 

aesthetic). An image / photograph of the green is requested to show the work on the 

most representative piece of the display. 

Box-dioramas, busts and plates are also judged in these OPEN categories. 

5) CONTEST and SPECIAL PRIZES are also to be given out. 

For more info, please consult the website www.alfamodel.eu. The models registered for 

the competition will automatically be registered to the appropriate contest category. 

6) MODEL SUBMISSION: will take place on Friday 2nd September, from 15:00 to 19:00 

and Saturday 3rd September, from 09:00 to 13:00, in the exhibit room of the Hotel Villa 

EUR, P.le Marcellino Champagnat 2, 00144 Rome. Each modeler must turn in both the 

models and the print of the registration form completely filled in online. In case of the modeler 

registering at the moment of model submission (in case of the impossibility to pre-register 

online), he/she will need to turn in a legible list of models and their description, category, 

etc., so as not to slow down the registration process. Incomplete registration forms will 

not be accepted. It is possible to display models in a display case property of the modeler. 

The ALFA MODEL Association will set up a surveillance service so as to preserve the 

models' integrity; however, responsibility for theft or damage to models is declined by the 

Association. We also point out that the organizers reserve the right not to display models, 

which are too fragile or offensive to the public. 

http://www.alfamodel.eu/


From July 9 to September 2nd, 2022 online pre-registration will be open on the 

www.alfamodel.eu site, which will accelerate model registration. PLEASE DO USE THIS 

FACILITY!!!! 

In order to reduce wait time at the secretariat, you'll find a link leading to the printable labels 

(e.g. C03 - 1203) for your models, at the end of the confirmation mail after online pre-

registration. Once you printed your labels (containing only the codes, without the models’ 

names), please apply them to your model base so they are well visible. This action is 

VERY important. 

Exhibit hours: 

 Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 

 Sunday 09:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.; after 2:30 p.m. models relative to the 12 noon 

prize-giving are to be collected by owners. 

PRIZE-GIVING: 

Sunday 12:00 noon "Prize-giving Aircraft - Military Vehicles - Ships - Dioramas - Civil 

Vehicles and Dioramas" 

Models MUST be collected by modelers starting Sunday 2:30 p.m. (after exhibit 

closing) 

Sunday 3:30 p.m. Prize-giving Junior - Fantasy Figures - Historical Figures - Flat Figures - 

Wargames - Subbuteo and Nature" 

Model collection by modelers continues after the end of prize-giving. 

Models that have not been removed will be kept for a month, all responsibility for damage 

being declined. After this period, all unclaimed models will become property of ALFA 

MODEL. The Organization reserves the right to photograph and file models and to post the 

resulting pictures and videos on its site, or to utilize them in various ways, however always 

without any commercial purpose. 

N.B. For particular requests or problems, please contact the Organization via the phone 

numbers below or via e-mail at alberto.fabri@tiscali.it. Phone: Alberto Fabri (Cell. 

3288483911), Massimo Ruggeri (Cell. 3924873546). For other info and updates, please visit 

www.alfamodel.eu 

 

 

mailto:alberto.fabri@tiscali.it
http://www.alfamodel.eu/


CATEGORIES EUROMA 2022 

 

A - MILITARY AND CIVIL AIRCRAFT, HELICOPTERS 

A01 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/72 up to 1945 or other propelled STANDARD 

A02 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/48 up to 1945 or other propelled STANDARD 

A03 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/32 up to 1945 or other propelled STANDARD 

A04 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/72 after 1945 or jet-propelled STANDARD 

A05 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/48 after 1945 or jet-propelled STANDARD 

A06 - AIRCRAFT built from kit scale up to 1/32 after 1945 or jet-propelled STANDARD 

A07 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/72 up to 1945 or 

other propelled MASTER 

A08 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/48 up to 1945 or 

other propelled MASTER 

A09 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/32 up to 1945 or 

other propelled MASTER 

A10 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/72 after 1945 or jet-

propelled MASTER 

A11 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/48 after 1945 or jet-

propelled MASTER 

A12 - AIRCRAFT built from kit, modified or scratch-built scale up to 1/32 after 1945 or jet-

propelled MASTER 

A13 - CIVIL AIRCRAFT AND HELICOPTERS all scales (one sub-category) 

A14 - AERONAUTICAL DIORAMAS 

 

 



B - MILITARY VEHICLES AND DIORAMAS 

B01 - MILITARY VEHICLES SCALE LESS THEN 1/35 STANDARD 

B02 - MILITARY VEHICLES SCALE LESS THEN 1/35 MASTER 

B03 - MILITARY VEHICLES SCALE EQUAL OR BIGGER THEN 1/35 STANDARD 

B04 - MILITARY VEHICLES SCALE EQUAL OR BIGGER THEN 1/35 MASTER 

B05 - DIORAMAS SCALE LESS THEN 1/35 STANDARD 

B06 - DIORAMAS SCALE LESS THEN 1/35 MASTER 

B07 - DIORAMAS SCALE EQUAL OR BIGGER THEN 1/35 STANDARD 

B08 - DIORAMAS SCALE EQUAL OR BIGGER THEN 1/35 MASTER 

 

C - FANTASY, SCI-FI AND SCIENCE 

C01 - FANTASY MOVIE COMIC Figures and busts, all scales STANDARD 

C02 – FANTASY, MOVIE, COMIC Figures and busts, all scales MASTER 

C03 - GUNPLA STANDARD 

C04 - GUNPLA MASTER 

C05 - SPACESHIPS, VEHICLES, MECHA STANDARD 

C06 - SPACESHIPS, VEHICLES, MECHA MASTER 

C07 - FANTASY, SCI-FI, SCIENCE Dioramas e scenes, with 3 or more subjects 

C08 - WIP (Figures, Busts, Vehicles and Mecha work in progress) 

 

D - CIVIL VEHICLES AND DIORAMAS 

D01 - CIVIL VEHICLES built from kit (scale up to 1/43)  

D02 - CIVIL VEHICLES built from kit (beyond 1/43)  



D03 - CIVIL VEHICLES scratch-built  

D04 - CIVIL DIORAMAS 

 

E - HISTORICAL FIGURES AND BUSTS 

E01 - FIGURES OPEN: scratch-built and/or modified and/or Work in progress (WIP) 

STANDARD 

E02 - FIGURES PAINTING: built from kit STANDARD 

E03 - FIGURES OPEN: scratch-built and/or modified and/or WIP MASTER 

E04 - FIGURES PAINTING: built from kit MASTER 

E05 - SCENES with 4 human subjects (inclusion of a vehicle or other becomes a 

complementary for judgment) 

 

G - NAVAL MODELS 

G01 - NAVAL ancient ships STANDARD 

G02 - NAVAL ancient ships MASTER 

G03 - NAVAL modern ships STANDARD 

G04 - NAVAL modern ships MASTER 

G05 - NAVAL WIP STANDARD 

G06 - NAVAL WIP MASTER 

G07 - NAVAL DIORAMAS 

 

J - JUNIORES 

 



N - NATURE (Figures and natural environment) 

UNIQUE CATEGORY WHERE THE JUDGMENT WILL BE EXCLUSIVELY RELATIVE TO 

ANIMAL AND/OR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT (WITHOUT HUMAN FIGURES) 

 

P - FLAT FIGURES 

P01 - FLAT FIGURES STANDARD 

P02 – FLAT FIGURES MASTER 

 

S - SUBBUTEO TEAMS   

S01 - SUBBUTEO TEAMS STANDARD 

S02 - SUBBUTEO TEAMS MASTER 

 

W - WARGAME (Platoons, regiments or groups of soldiers in game bases) 

 

 

EUROMA 2020, Regulation  

March 14th, 2022  

Alfa Model Club 

http://www.alfamodel.eu/category/euroma/euroma-2017/
http://www.alfamodel.eu/category/euroma/euroma-2017/regolamento-euroma-2017/
http://www.alfamodel.eu/author/adm_alfa/

